Defra is currently consulting on its latest plans regarding the management and control of bovine tuberculosis. As an organisation actively involved in research on the control of bovine tuberculosis, ZSL recognises the impact that this disease has upon farmers’ lives and livelihoods, and seeks a sustainable, evidence-based solution to the problem. ZSL’s response to the consultation questions is provided below. You can also access the consultation document at https://consult.defra.gov.uk/bovine-tb-2020/eradication-of-btb-england/supporting_documents/2021%20bTB%20Consultation_.pdf

Q1a. Do you support the proposal to introduce mandatory post-movement testing of cattle moving from higher TB risk regions of Great Britain (the HRA, Edge Areas on six-monthly surveillance testing and Wales) into those parts of the Edge Area where herds are on annual surveillance testing?

  a. Yes

Q1b. Please give reasons for your answer. Where available, please provide supporting evidence.

ZSL is aware of multiple scientific studies showing that most cattle herds become infected with *Mycobacterium bovis* from other cattle1-4. On this basis, ZSL supports any reasonable measures to reduce cattle-to-cattle transmission of *M. bovis*.

Q2a. Do you agree with the assumptions and the assessment of costs and benefits in the Regulatory Triage Assessment on introducing post-movement testing to parts of the Edge Area?

  c. I don’t know/ I don’t have enough information

Q2b. Please give reasons for your answer. Where available, please provide supporting evidence.

ZSL’s expertise relates primarily to wildlife, and it therefore has no specific information to provide on this point.

Q3a. Do you agree that Defra should revise the current policy for using the more sensitive IFN-γ test in the HRA and Edge Area, so that in addition to persistent breakdowns, use of the test is mandatory where the below criterion is met?

  • TB breakdowns in the HRA and six-monthly testing Edge Area counties that occur within 18 months of the herd regaining TB free status following a previous OTFW breakdown.

  a. Yes
Q3b. Please give reasons for your answer. Where available, please provide supporting evidence.

As noted in response to Q1b, ZSL supports any reasonable measures to reduce cattle-to-cattle transmission of *M. bovis*, including improving the detection and removal of infected cattle. ZSL particularly welcomes Defra’s plan to stop targeting IFNγ testing of cattle at areas subjected to badger culling, as this conflation of improved cattle controls with badger culling is likely to lead to over-estimation of the impact of culling on cattle TB.

Q4a. Do you agree with the proposal to cease the issuing of new Badger Disease Control (intensive cull) licences after 2022?

b. Yes

Q4b. Please give reasons for your answer.

ZSL welcomes Defra’s proposal to cease issuing new badger cull licences, although it has concerns that waiting until 2022 will undermine its objective of transitioning to badger vaccination, potentially compromising TB eradication, wildlife conservation, and animal welfare.

ZSL welcomes Defra’s proposal to cease issuing new badger cull licences for three reasons. First, ZSL is aware that Defra’s policy aims to eradicate TB, an aim which can never be achieved by killing badgers. While culling may, under specific circumstances, temporarily reduce the incidence of TB in cattle, incidence rises again a few years after culling stops. This increase is likely to reflect both the continuation of cattle-to-cattle transmission while badger-to-cattle transmission is reduced, and also the failure of culling to eradicate *M. bovis* from local badger populations. Culling has been shown to increase opportunities for badgers to interact with one another, which probably explains why it is also associated with increased prevalence of *M. bovis* infection in badgers. Hence, culling as practised in England cannot eradicate *M. bovis* from badger populations, and therefore cannot prevent all badger-to-cattle transmission. By contrast, badger vaccination has no similar impact on badger behaviour and, in principle, could contribute to TB eradication if combined with strong control measures targeting cattle.

Second, ZSL is deeply concerned that the mass slaughter of native wildlife is not an appropriate way to tackle an issue of human-wildlife conflict – especially when alternatives are available – for a nation which aims to show international leadership in wildlife conservation. Our own analyses indicate that badger vaccination is cheaper, more humane, less environmentally damaging, and potentially more effective than badger culling. Free shooting of badgers – the most widely-used culling method – has been found to be inhumane, and culling has broad impacts on agricultural ecosystems.

Third, ZSL is concerned that the current culling policy fosters attitudes which are not helpful to wildlife conservation in the UK. Among farmers, it encourages the attitude that wildlife (including protected wildlife) has no value. Additionally, the issue potentially fosters hostility...
between farmers and conservationists, undermining conservation efforts for other farmland species. Among the general public, it encourages the attitude that farmers are not concerned for wildlife. None of these attitudes is helpful to the conservation and recovery of biodiversity in the UK, much of which occurs on farmland or is influenced by farming practices. As such, it is at odds with the Environment Bill and Agriculture Bill, both of which seek to promote farmers’ stewardship of nature.

While ZSL supports the principle of ceasing to issue new badger cull licences, it is concerned about the timetable for this cessation. Having decided to end badger culling and replace it with vaccination, Defra should be mindful of the impact of its interim plan (to continue issuing new licences in 2021 and 2022) on its long-term plan (to replace culling with vaccination). Defra may assume that, because certain forms of badger culling have reduced cattle TB, vaccination will have the greatest impact on cattle TB if conducted after culling. However, as described below, initial culling is likely to undermine the effectiveness of subsequent vaccination, for reasons relating to both badger and human behaviour.

Where culling is performed using cage traps, it is likely to selectively remove badgers willing to enter traps, leading to a situation where surviving animals are more difficult to capture\textsuperscript{19} for vaccination. This change is likely to reduce vaccine coverage and hence the effectiveness of vaccination efforts. Moreover, as described above, culling increases the proportion of badgers infected with \textit{M. bovis}\textsuperscript{10,11}. Since vaccination works by protecting individuals not yet exposed to infection, this culling-induced prevalence increase reduces the proportion of badgers that can be effectively vaccinated. For these two reasons, vaccination conducted in the wake of prior culling may be less effective than vaccination conducted in un-culled populations, despite the lower badger density.

Additionally, it is well established in human psychology that commitment to a particular activity increases the more a person invests in that activity. Hence, it is likely that farmers who have invested in four years of badger culling are likely to be more committed to culling and, by extension, less willing to engage with badger vaccination. In areas which have not yet been culled, it may therefore be easier to roll out vaccination (the ultimate plan) now than in the future.

A further challenge is that, with no new licences being issued, the government will be faced with a large and growing area of land where existing cull licences have expired (we estimate 567 km\textsuperscript{2} [roughly the size of the Isle of Man] in 2022 with another 4,752 km\textsuperscript{2} [larger than Somerset] in 2023, with still larger areas added in subsequent years). Farming leaders are currently resisting badger vaccination in the absence of evidence that it is effective in protecting British cattle (although a side-by-side trial has been conducted in the Republic of Ireland\textsuperscript{20}). Defra therefore needs to act urgently to improve the evidence base surrounding badger vaccination, and to mainstream this approach within farming communities. These urgent needs can be achieved only by implementing vaccination on relatively large scales, an aim which can be best achieved in areas which have not been culled.

Importantly, failure to gain acceptance of badger vaccination as an effective alternative to culling is likely to have very serious consequences for both TB control and wildlife conservation. When cull licences expire, some farmers will halt culling but others may
continue unlawfully if they feel that this is the only way to protect their herds. Illegal badger killing on private land is very difficult to detect and police. Any such illegal killing is likely to be patchy, and there is evidence that patchy culling increases cattle TB\textsuperscript{21-23}. Maintaining momentum on national TB control and eradication therefore demands avoiding this outcome. Investing in mainstreaming badger vaccination is therefore a priority.

For these reasons, ZSL supports Defra in its aim of ceasing to issue new badger cull licences, but urges Defra to implement this plan more rapidly, promoting wide-scale vaccination (and associated evidence-gathering) in 2021-2 rather than encouraging yet more culling.

Q5a. Do you agree with the proposal that new Badger Disease Control (intensive cull) licences issued in 2021 and 2022, could, after 2 years of culling, be revoked after a progress evaluation by the CVO?

a. Yes

Q5b. Please give reasons for your answer.

Badger cull licences were originally issued for four years because the Randomised Badger Culling Trial (RBCT) showed that it took four years for increased cattle TB incidence on land adjoining the culled areas (which was most marked in the first year) to be overtaken by more gradual reductions inside the culled areas\textsuperscript{24}. Hence, culls performed for fewer than four years would have potentially caused net increases in cattle TB, rather than reductions. However, analyses of the current farmer-led culls have found little or no evidence of increased cattle TB incidence on adjoining land\textsuperscript{25}, for reasons which are unknown, but could include smaller reductions in badger density and hence weaker effects on adjoining land. If there is indeed no harmful effect on cattle TB from the current licensed culls, the justification for maintaining them for four years no longer applies. ZSL therefore supports the proposal to consider halting culling after two years.

Q6a. Do you agree with the proposal to reduce the initial financial commitment required from the companies prior to application for a Badger Disease Control licence to the cost of three years of culling?

a. Yes

Q6b. Please give reasons for your answer.

The original reason for requiring a financial commitment to the full four years of each cull was to ensure that culls were delivered for long enough to avoid increasing cattle TB. However, if culls may be stopped after two years, there appears to be little justification for requiring a four-year financial commitment.
Q7a. Do you agree with the proposal to restrict SBC licences to a maximum of two years, and to prohibit the issuing of SBC licences for previously licensed areas or areas licensed for Badger Disease Control after 2020?

a. Yes

Q7b. Please give reasons for your answer.

For reasons described above, ZSL supports the principle of ceasing to issue new cull licences, and this applies to Supplementary Badger Control licences as well as to licences for new areas.

The justification for issuing Supplementary Badger Control licences has never been clear. RBCT analyses showed that reductions in cattle TB incidence were greatest in the two years after culling ended\textsuperscript{26}. Continuing to cull (and paying the associated financial, ecological, welfare and societal costs) is therefore not supported by evidence, and the recent Godfray Review indicated that Supplementary Badger Control should be replaced by alternative approaches\textsuperscript{3}.

ZSL therefore supports Defra’s plan to prohibit the issuing of SBC licences for previously licensed areas or areas licensed for Badger Disease Control after 2020. While ZSL views a two-year SBC licence as preferable to the current five-year licence, we question the need for such licences to be issued at all.

Q8. Do you have any comments on the proposed revisions to the Guidance (Annex D)?

ZSL’s comments are provided in response to Q1-Q7 above and we have no further comments on the revisions highlighted in Annex D.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you require clarification on any of these issues.

Yours sincerely

Dominic Jermey
Director General
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